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Cradle Unaware

Alan Stringer
ASCAP

Fairly fast

Sing three times: Once men only, then women only, then men and women combined.

With its flares of fire and showers of ice, the Universe is no lover of life.

tsunamis, volcanos, Ice Ages and blizzards. A

cradle unaware.

We are life's
imperfect lover, betrayer, usurer, mourner, celebrant.

One of those flames has set us on fire.

with wonder, worry, myths, and astonishment!
We, Peter Didaz, and Vandilaz, make a pact and agreement mutually between ourselves for the house and church of Saint Mary's Ordines, which we jointly
own and in which we share the labor, taking care of visitors

and in regulating the care of, decorating and governing the premises,

planting, and building. And we share equally in the work of the garden,

of the garden, and in feeding and clothing ourselves.
And we agree that neither of us may give to anyone else without the

Brtn.

other's consent anything on account of our friendship.

Brtn.

And we will divide the work of the house evenly and assign

and assign labor equally and support our workers equally

Brtn.

and with dignity.
and with dignity. And we will remain good friends to each other with faith.

and sincerity, and with other people friends and enemies all days and nights forever. And if Peter dies before Munio

he will leave Munio the property and the documents.
And if Muni dies before Peter he will leave him the house and the documents. (Use oo sound or hum)